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A LEGACY TO US WILL MAKE THE WORLD OF DIFFERENCE
Fauna & Flora International (FFI) is the world's oldest international conservation organization.
Established in 1903, we helped to turn the twentieth century into the most important age for conserving
life on earth.

Our mission is 'to conserve threatened species and ecosystems world-wide, choosing solutions that are
sustainable, are based on sound science and take account of human needs.'

FFI aims to protect the entire spectrum of endangered species of animals and plants world-wide. We work
with local partners and counterparts to protect and conserve species and ecosystems through sound
science, a genuinely participative approach, a strong belief in building local capacities and a commitment
to long-term sustainability of conservation achievements.

Current projects range from conservation of racer snakes in Antigua and Anguilla to conservation of
mountain gorillas in Africa - from the conservation of 'Flower Valley' in South Africa, to propagation
schemes to protect wild bulbs in Turkey. Other projects include an ongoing programme of support for
Liberia's only conservation organization, The Society for the Conservation of Nature of Liberia (SCNL),
and Asian elephant conservation programmes in both Indonesia and Vietnam. Our unique 100% Fund
provides small grants for small-scale conservation projects with no deduction for administration.

FFI is a registered charity and as such is entirely reliant upon subscriptions, donations, grants and legacies.

There is still a great deal more to achieve. Your legacy to FFI will ensure the continuation of biodiversity
conservation in this new millennium and beyond.

Please help us by including FFI in your Will.

For further information please call either Mark Rose or Gail Thacker on 01223 571000 or return the slip
below to: Fauna & Flora International, Great Eastern House, Tenison Road, Cambridge, CB1 2TT.

Patron: HM The Queen
President: The Rt Hon The Earl of Cranbrook, DL
Vice-Presidents: Sir David Attenborough CH, CVO, CBE, FRS; Prof David Bellamy OBE; Dr Lisbet Rausing
Registered Charity No 1011102

Name:

Address:

Membership No.:

• • Please send me information about how I may leave a legacy to FFI

• • I have already included a legacy to FFI in my Will
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Fauna & Flora International membership application Please complete in block letters
Surname First name(s) Title

Address

Postcode
Membership categories (tick appropriate box)
Standard (includes Oryx and Fauna & Flora News) £37 •
Concessionary (senior citizen, unwaged, student*) £20 • Sponsor £75 (includes additional subscription for
Oryx in a developing country •
Supporter (includes Fauna & Flora News) £ 15 • Benefactor £50 • Life £ 1000 D
Airmail despatch (see inside cover for standard despatch details) £12.00 D
*If student please give date you expect to finish studies

Methods of Payment

Cheque/postal or money order/giro credit (currency: £ sterling only) I enclose £

Credit card (American Express, Visa, Delta, Switch*, Mastercard, Eurocard)

Name of card Name of card holder _ Expiry date

C.rdNo. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
*If paying by Switch, please state issue number

Direct Debit Please fill in the whole form and send it to FFI Originator's identification number
916890

1. Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society Branch

To: The Manager, Bank or Building Society,

Postcode
2. Name(s) of account holder(s)

3. Branch Sort Code

4. Bank or Building Society Account No 5. FFI ref. no. (office use only)

6. Instructions to your Bank or Building Society. Please pay Fauna & Flora International Direct Debits from the
account detailed on this Instruction subject to safeguards assured by The Direct Debit Guarantee

Signature(s) Date

Gift Aid Declaration
I would like my subscription payment from 6 April 2000 onwards to Fauna & Flora International to be under
the new Gift Aid 2000 scheme. I will be paying an amount of income tax and/or capital gains tax at least equal
to the tax that Fauna & Flora International reclaims on my subscription in each tax year.

Name: _

Address:

ignature: Date:

Mease return your completed membership form to:
Membership Secretary, Fauna & Flora International,
reat Eastern House, Tenison Road. Cambridge CBI 2TT. UK. 3/01
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Instructions for Contributors

Scope Oryx - The International Journal of Conservation is published on behalf of
Fauna & Flora International, a non-profit making registered charity dedicated to the
promotion of biodiversity and conservation. The journal aims to provide a
comprehensive view of the conservation and status of fauna, flora and habitats,
and of conservation policy and sustainable use. Oryx publishes original, succinct and
up-to-date papers on all aspects of biodiversity conservation, particularly material
that has the potential to improve conservation management and that enhances
understanding of conservation needs.

Readership The readership is broadly based and global. It includes conservation
professionals, academics specializing in wildlife conservation, government depart-
ments, non-governmental conservation organizations, students in conservation-
related disciplines and interested members of the general public.

Papers (2000-7000 words) and Short Communications (<2000 words) are
invited on topics relevant to the journal's main focus, including:

1 Field research on the status and distribution of threatened species or habitats
2 Reviews of the status and distribution of individual species or taxonomic groups
3 Reviews of conservation policy and legislation at international, national and local

levels
4 Planning for species and biodiversity conservation
5 The working of international conservation conventions
6 The nature and results of practical conservation initiatives by governmental and

non-governmental organizations, especially analytical case studies
7 Research on the sustainable use of wild species
8 The history of conservation, including the role of key people, organizations and

initiatives

Submissions Manuscripts, one copy only, should be sent either by post or e-mail
to the Editor, Martin Fisher (addresses as below). A covering letter or e-mail note
must confirm that (1) submitted manuscripts have not been published, or submitted
for publication, elsewhere, (2) all authors have agreed to the submission of the
manuscript, and (3) all authors have abided by the Code of Conduct for contributors to
Oryx (published in Oryx 35(2), 99-100, and also available from the Editor and on the
Oryx web site). If there is any overlap with other papers, including any in press or in
preparation, this should be stated and the papers in question sent to the Editor.
Authors may, if they wish, submit one or more colour slides related to their
submission for consideration as a photograph for the front cover of Oryx.

Review and editing Manuscripts are subject to rigorous peer review; the
reviewing form used for this purpose can be found on the Oryx web site.
Contributors may, if they wish, suggest appropriate reviewers, although these will
not necessarily be referred to. For manuscripts with a substantial a statistical content,
one of the reviewers will be a statistician. After acceptance, manuscripts may be
edited to enhance clarity and, unless major changes have been made, such editing
will not be seen by the author until the proof stage. Proofs are preferably sent to
authors as a PDF (portable document format) file attached to an e-mail, or otherwise
by post. For viewing and printing PDF files Acrobat Reader can be downloaded free
of charge from http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html. Correc-
ted proofs should be returned to the Editor within three days of receipt. Minor
corrections can be communicated to the Editor by fax or e-mail.

The Editor would also be pleased to receive contributions to the other sections of the
journal:

Forum Aims to promote lively debate about current and controversial issues. Topics
for Forum papers - which are peer reviewed in the usual manner - will usually be
identified by the Editor, with short opposing views being commissioned from one or
more authors. The Forum paper and the responses are published together, with a
reply from the original author if appropriate. The Editor welcomes suggestions for
suitable Forum topics and contributors.

Briefly Concise reports (<175 words) on news of general conservation interest from
around the world, based on authoritative published sources (including reputable
web sites).

Letters Contributions (<650 words) in response to material published in previous
issues of the journal.

Conservation News, Grants and Opportunities, Meetings and Publica-
tions These sections cover, respectively, items concerning major developments in
conservation or important announcements, news of the availability of grants or
funding opportunities, announcements of relevant meetings, and short book reviews
and brief announcements of new publications. Authors and publishers are invited to
send publications to the Editor for potential review.

Preparation of manuscripts Submissions must be prepared as set out below.
The use of a standard format facilitates both the review and editing processes, and
submitted manuscripts that do not conform to these instructions will be returned to
the author for revision before being sent for review. Authors should consult a recent
issue of Oryx for general style. Contributions should be in English, with British
English spelling and terminology, double-spaced and single-sided throughout on A4
or US Letter paper, with left- and right-hand margins of at least 30 mm. Electronic
submissions in either WordPerfect, Word or Rich Text format are acceptable. The
cover page should contain the title, a running head of no more than 40 characters, a
word count from the abstract to the references inclusive, but not including tables or
figure and plate legends, the corresponding author's full mailing address, e-mail
address and address at the time the research was carried out, if different, and the
names and addresses of additional authors. All pages should be numbered
consecutively, and the order of the sections of the manuscript should be: cover
page, main text, biographical sketch, tables, figure and plate legends, figures. An
electronic copy of the final version of accepted manuscripts will be required, and this
may be sent either by e-mail or on disk.

Title This should be a succinct description of the work, <20 words, preferably
embodying the overall conclusions (e.g. Dramatic decline in orang-utan numbers in the
Leuser Ecosystem, Northern Sumatra, rather than Conservation status of the orang-
utan...).

Abstract This should describe, in 100-250 words, the aims, methods, major findings
and conclusions. It should be informative and intelligible without reference to the
text, and should not contain any undefined abbreviations or unspecified references.

Keywords Up to five pertinent words or phrases should be provided, in alphabetical
order, for literature searching.

References These should be cited in the text as, for example, Hardcastle & Wilson
(1996) or (Leadbeater, 1996). For three or more authors use the first author's surname
followed by et al. Multiple references should be in chronological order. The reference
list should be in alphabetical order following the Harvard system, and article titles
and the titles of serial publications should be given in full. The following are
examples of house style:

LeBoeuf, B.J., Kenyon, K.W. & Villa-Ramirez, B. (1986) The Caribbean monk seal is
extinct. Marine Mammal Science, 2, 70-72.

MacArthur, R.H. & Wilson, E.O. (1967) The Theory of Island Biogeography. Princeton
University Press, Princeton.

Sutherland, W.J. (ed.) (1998) Conservation Science and Action. Blackwell Science,
Oxford.

Beck, B.B., Rapaport, L.G. & Stanley Price, M.R. (1994) Reproduction of captive-
born animals. In Creative Conservation: Interactive Management of Wild and Captive
Animals (eds P.J.S. Olney, G.M. Mace and A.T.C. Feistner), pp. 265-286. Chapman &
Hall, London.

Brady, L.D., Huston, K., Jenkins, R.K.B., Kauffmann, J.L.D., Rabearivony, ).,
Raveloson, G. & Rowcliffe, M. (1996) UEA Madagascar Expedition '93. Final Report.
Unpublished Report, University of East Anglia, Norwich.

Bowler, M. (1991) Implications of large predator management on commercial ranchland in
Zimbabwe. MSc thesis, University of Zimbabwe.

Refisch, J. (1991) Presence des grands mammiferes dans le Pare National de Kahuzi-Biega et
{'influence humaine sur ies populations des animaux. Rapport dans le cadre du project
IZCN/GTZ - Conservation de la Nature Integre, l'Est Zaire [in French].

Biographical sketch This should describe the affiliations and main research interests of
the corresponding author (up to 50 words) or of up to three authors (150 words in
total).

Tables These should be self-explanatory and printed on separate sheets, each with an
appropriate caption.

Figures and maps These should be in black ink on strong white or translucent paper,
labelled at a size that will be legible when reduced to a width of 165,107.5 or 79 mm.
Photographs should be referred to as plates in the text, and should preferably be
supplied as glossy, black-and-white prints, or alternatively as good quality colour
slides. Submissions should include original figures, with the author's name and figure
number pencilled on the back. A single copy of each figure should accompany the
main text. We would like to receive your artwork in electronic form. Save vector
graphics (e.g. line artwork) in Encapsulated Postscript Format (EPS) and bitmap files
(e.g. half-tones) in Tagged Image File Format (TIFF). Vector graphics that have been
saved in metafile (.WMF) or pict (.PICT) format should be embedded within the body
of the text file. Detailed information on the publisher's digital illustration standards
are available at http://www.blackwell-science.com/elecmed/authors.htm; enquiries
can be addressed to artwork@blacksci.co.uk.

Nomenclature Where necessary, the basis used for nomenclature of taxa should be
indicated in the methodology. The first time a species is mentioned, its scientific
name should follow without intervening punctuation: thus, African elephant
Loxodonta africana. English names should be in lower case throughout except where
they incorporate a proper name.

Abbreviations Explanations should be given at their first mention in the text.

Symbols and units Use the recommended SI units (International System of Units, see
the website of Bureau International des Poids et Mesures at http://www.bipm.org).

Offprints, page charges and colour figures Contributors receive two free copies of the
issue in which their paper is published and 50 free offprints, and may purchase
additional copies. No page charges are levied. Colour figures can be published, but
at the author's expense.

Copyright Authors will be asked, upon acceptance of an article, to transfer copyright
to the publisher. The appropriate form is available from the Editor and on the Oryx
web site.

These Instructions for Contributors are also available on the Oryx web site at http://
www.blackwell-science.com/ory or from:

Martin Fisher, Editor of Oryx ~ The International Journal of Conservation, Fauna & Flora
International, Great Eastern House, Tenison Road, Cambridge CB1 2TT, UK; E-mail:
martin.fisher@fauna-flora.org; Fax: +44 (0)1223 461481.

Oryx is covered by Biological Abstracts, BIOBASE/Current Awareness in Biological
Sciences, Current Contents Agriculture, Biology and Environmental Science, Science
Citation Index, SciSearch, Research Alert and Ecology Abstracts.
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Contents
181 Guest Editorial
182 Letter from the Editor
183 Briefly
193 If community conservation is the answer in Africa, what is the question?,

W. M. Adams and D. Hulme

201 Taking the broad view of conservation - A response to Adams and Hulme,
David Western

204 Time to move Out of Africa! - A response to Adams and Hulme, Ashish Kothari
206 Conservation of the coniferous forests of Lebanon: past, present and future prospects,

S. N. Talhouk, R. Zurayk and S. Khuri

216 Is there a legal obligation to reintroduce animal species into their former habitats?,
P.A.Rees

224 The conservation status of Tanimbar coreila and blue-streaked lory on the Tanimbar
Islands, Indonesia: results of a rapid contextual survey, Paul Jepson, Nick Brickie and
Yusup Chayadin

234 Assessing the risks of intervention: immobilization, radio-collaring and vaccination
of African wild dogs, Rosie Woodroffe

245 Distribution and status of the Apennine hare Lepus corsicanus in continental Italy
and Sicily, Francesco M. Angelici and Luca Luiselli

250 An overview of the status and conservation of the red panda Ailurus fulgens in India,
with reference to its global status, Anwaruddin Choudhury

260 Rediscovery of relict populations of the Nile crocodile Crocodylus niloticus in south-
eastern Mauritania, with observations on their natural history, Tara Shine,
Wolfgang BUhme, Hemmo Nickel, Dirk F. Thies and Thomas Wilms

263 Conservation news

267 Meetings

269 Publications
Cover Cedar of Lebanon Cedrus libani, the national tree of Lebanon,
in Tannourine, northern Lebanon, with the umbellifer Prangos asperula in the
foreground. Conifers are important components of the Lebanese landscape but
exist today mostly as fragmented and degraded populations. Their habitats
are under great pressure from urbanization and development. For further
details, see page 224-233 ISource: O Bsa Sattout).
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http:/ / www.blackwell-science.com/ory
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